
Middle School General Music  

Unit Plan Overview 

 

 
Name: _Will Karsten_________________________ 

 

Unit Topic/Title: _Blues and Jazz_____________________________ 

 

 

Detailed Unit Description: 

 

Louis Armstrong said, "Jazz is music that's never played the same way once." Ralph Ellison said, 
"Jazz is an art of individual assertion within and against the group..." Within this 10 class unit 
students will develop their individual and collective definitions of jazz as well as learn an 
overview of the development of blues and jazz music in American history.  Students will 
discover where the sounds of jazz come from and the way much of jazz music is organized.  
Students will learn about famous composers and musicians within the genre and hear examples 
of their music as well.  Finally, students will have an opportunity to improvise their own jazz 
solos. 
 
List Unit Objectives:  

1) Students will be exposed to some classic blues as well as newer jazz and blues music 
2) Students will learn the origins of blues and jazz music and some of the development 

through history 
3) Students will become familiar with famous jazz musicians and composers and present 

their findings to the class. 
4) Students will research and create their own definition of jazz music 
5) Students will learn to recognize examples of call and response in various types of music 
6) Students will learn how to recognize a basic 12 bar blues pattern 
7) Students will learn about jazz charts and what to listen for in many standard jazz pieces 
8) Students will play their own improvised solos over a 12 bar blues pattern 

 

 

Materials List and Budget (if any): 

 

Item(s) Qnty. Cost Source/Vendor 

Music recordings varied $.99 a 
song or 
Free 

iTunes - $.99 a song 
YouTube - free 

Piano    

Whiteboard    

Music playback equipment    

Orff instruments or other comparable 
instruments 

   



 
 
 
Justification. (What is the value of this unit. How does it connect to students’ lives? Why 

teach it?): 

 This is a unit dealing with a distinctly American form of music that is a part of the fabric 
of our society.  Many students should be able to connect with the reasons that people wrote blues 
music, particularly in connection with the problems of slavery and segregation after 
Emancipation.  In addition, jazz music is prevalent and popular in today’s society so students 
should be able to appreciate the music more with a greater understanding of its roots and form



Middle School General Music 

Unit Outline 
 

Name: __Will Karsten_________________________________ 
 

Unit Topic/Title: ___Blues and Jazz_______________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

Day Objectives for the Day Learning Activities to 

Meet Objectives 

Michigan State Learning 

Standards Incorporated 

into Lesson 

Materials 

Needed 

Assignments & 

Assessments 

1., 2. 9) Students will be exposed to 
some classic blues as well as 
newer jazz and blues music 

10) Students will research and create 
their own definition of jazz 
music 

 

Students will listen to some 
short example of jazz music 
as they come into the 
classroom 
 
Students will take elements 
that they think describe jazz 
and come up with their own 
definitions. 
 
Student will read together 
several definitions and 
descriptions of jazz from 
different sources.  
 
Students will listen to 
examples of jazz from 
different styles including 
Early blues, new Orleans, 

Content Standard 3:  All 

students will analyze, 

describe and evaluate 

works of art.  

ART.III.M.M.2
 Analyze the uses of 
elements of music in aural 
examples representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures. 
 
Content Standard 4: All 

students will understand, 

analyze, and describe the 

arts in their historical, 

social, and cultural 

contexts. 

ART.IV.M.M.1  
 

Whiteboard to 
write elements of 
definitions of jazz 
 
Teacher will 
require internet 
access and a 
stereo system 
connected to a 
computer to play 
sound examples 
for students.   
 
Examples of 
different types of 
jazz styles can be 
found at the Ken 
Burns PBS Jazz 
Lounge 

Day 1 - Each 
student will turn 
in a written 
definition of what 
they think jazz 
music is. 
Day 2 – Students 
will hand in a 
revision of their 
first definition of 
jazz with 
explanation of 
changes 
 



swing, bebob, cool jazz, 
hard bop, free jazz, and 
fusion.  
 
After listening to examples 
of different types of jazz, 
students will revise their 
definitions and explain any 
changes they made 

Describe distinguishing 
characteristics of 
representative music 
genres and styles from a 
variety of cultures.  
 
ART.IV.M.M.2
 Classify by genre 
and style (and, if 
applicable, by historical 
period, composer, and title) 
a varied body of exemplary 
musical works and explain 
the characteristics that 
cause each work to be 
considered exemplary. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pbs.or
g/jazz/lounge/ 
 
Other examples at 
http://redhotjazz.c
om/ 
 
 
Definitions of 
Jazz handout – get 
definitions from 
several different 
sources 
Eg. Groves music 
dictionary 
Wikipedia 

3. 2) Students will learn the origins of 
blues and jazz music and some of the 
development through history 
 
 

 

1) Students will go to the 
PBS Kids Jazz Website and 
read through the timeline of 
the development of jazz at 
their own pace 
2) Students will have a list 
of events within the 
development of jazz, to put 
in order in the eras given 
1700 – 1800 – 1900 – 1920 
– 1920 – 1930 – 1940 – 
1950 – 1960  

Content Standard 4: All 

students will understand, 

analyze, and describe the 

arts in their historical, 

social, and cultural 

contexts. 

IV.M.M.3 Compare, in 
several cultures of the 
world, functions music 
serves, roles of musicians, 
and conditions under which 
music is typically 

Computer lab 
with internet 
access 
PBS Ken Burns 
Jazz website 
timeline –  
 
http://pbskids.org/
jazz/time/index.ht
ml 

Students should 
be able to place 
significant 
developments in 
the history of jazz 
music in the 
correct place on a 
time line 
worksheet using 
the PBS website 
 
 



3) for each era of jazz music 
students should answer a 
question either about what 
changed in jazz music at that 
time, or what new influences 
happened in jazz. 
 

performed. 
 
Content Standard 5: All 

students will recognize, 

analyze, and describe  

connections among the 

arts; between the arts 

and other disciplines;  

between the arts and 

everyday life. 

ART.V.M.M.3
 Compare, in several 
cultures of the world, 
functions music serves, 
roles of musicians, and 
conditions under which 
music is typically 
performed. 
 
 

4., 5. 11) Students will become familiar 
with famous jazz musicians and 
composers and present their 
findings to the class. 

 

Students will choose a 
famous jazz musician to 
research and inform the 
class about 
Students will share a few 
things they found interesting 
about their musician with 
the rest of the class in an 
informal presentation. 
Students will research 
musicians from a list 
provided by the teacher.  
The list should include 

Content Standard 4: All 

students will understand, 

analyze, and describe the 

arts in their historical, 

social, and cultural 

contexts. 

 

ART.IV.M.M.3
 Compare, in several 
cultures of the world, 
functions music serves, 
roles of musicians, and 
conditions under which 

Any and all 
available 
materials for 
research of jazz 
musicians and 
jazz music – 
especially from 
the school library 
and online. 
 
List of musicians 
from which 
students choose 

Students will have 
a short worksheet 
to fill out with 
questions about 
the jazz musician 
they researched.  
Questions may 
include: 
What is the name 
of the musician 
you selected? 
When and where 
was he or she 



names of musicians, 
instruments, and the style 
they were known for playing 
or composing. 
Research should include 
internet biographies 
(http://www.pbs.org/jazz/bio
graphy/) as well as any other 
reference materials that can 
be provided by the teacher 
including encyclopedias, 
music dictionaries, 
magazines, CD inserts, etc. 

music is typically 
performed. 
 

their subject 
Computer lab 
with internet 
access 
 
Worksheet for 
directed research 

born? 
What was his or 
her childhood 
like? 
What instrument 
did he or she 
play? 
What are three 
additional facts 
you learned about 
your musician? 
 
Short presentation 
to class 
 
Hand in 
worksheet 

6. 5) Students will learn to recognize 
examples of call and response in various 
types of music 
a) students will learn more about the 
roots of jazz music in African and 
African-American songs and music 
b) Students will learn to distinguish 
between different groups of singers in a 
call and response song 

Students will hear examples 
of work songs and spirituals 
that include call and 
response elements eg. Swing 
Low, Sweet Chariot 
 
Students will have a chance 
to sing Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot in a call and 
response manner with the 
teacher leading and students 
as chorus 
 
Students will listen to a 
recording of a call and 
response spiritual while 

Content Standard 1: All 

students will apply skills 

and knowledge to 

perform in the arts. 

 
ART.I.M.M.2 Sing and 
play music representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures, with expression 
appropriate for the work 
being performed.  
 
Content Standard 3:  All 

students will analyze, 

describe and evaluate 

works of art.  

CD (or cassette 
tape) - Kathleen 
Battle and Jessye 
Norman - 
Spirituals in 
Concert - 
(Conducted by 
James Levine, 
Deutsche 
Grammophon, 
1991) or 
equivalent 
recording 
 
Listening Guide 
correlated with 

completion of 
listening guide as 
a class 
 
Singing with 
others 



filling out a listening guide 
 

ART.III.M.M.1
 Describe specific 
music events in a given 
aural example, using 
appropriate terminology.  
ART.III.M.M.2
 Analyze the uses of 
elements of music in aural 
examples representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures. 
 
 
 

this recording 
 
Other call and 
response songs: 
http://www.soundj
unction.org/fromn
egrospiritualstogo
spel.aspa?NodeID
=1 
 

7. 5) Students will learn to recognize 
examples of call and response in various 
types of music 
a) Students will identify which singer 
sings the call and which sings the 
response.  
b) Students will identify scat singing in 
the recording.  
c) Students will identify call and 
response in the piece Bugle Call Rag 
 
 
 

Students will continue to 
learn about call and 
response in jazz music, with 
an emphasis on instrumental 
development of this format 
– using Louis Armstrong’s 
song Rockin’ Chair 
 
Students will listen to Louis  
Armstrong and trombonist, 
Jack Teagarden, have a 
musical conversation using 
call and response.  “You 
will hear Jack Teagarden 
singing to Louis and Louis 
singing his responses back.  
Then they will switch and 
Louis Armstrong will sing 
first and Jack will comment 

Content Standard 3:  All 

students will analyze, 

describe and evaluate 

works of art.  

ART.III.M.M.1
 Describe specific 
music events in a given 
aural example, using 
appropriate terminology.  
ART.III.M.M.2
 Analyze the uses of 
elements of music in aural 
examples representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures. 
 
 
 

Internet access 
and speakers – 
YouTube video of 
Jack Teagarden 
and Louis 
Armstrong is 
available singing 
and playing 
Rockin’ Chair  
 
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
nIkB9zadTig 
 
Recording of 
Benny Goodman 
playing Bugle 
Call Rag on 
YouTube 

Assessment will 
involve watching 
students for their 
identification of 
scat singing and 
recognition of call 
and response. 



on what he sings.  They are 
two very old men sitting in 
their rocking chairs talking 
about the old days.  Listen to 
the recording and see if you 
can figure out what they are 
talking about.”  
 
Split the class into Call and 
Response groups (for both 
songs) which will raise their 
hands at the appropriate 
times 
 
listen again, and this time 
hold your thumb up in front 
of your chest when you hear 
Louis Armstrong scat 
singing. 
 
Listen to a new piece – 
Bugle Call Rag – this time 
the instruments will be 
doing call and response 
instead of voices.  Listen for 
an instrumental conversation 
 

 
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
WRikz_6bNa4 
 

8. 6) Students will learn to recognize a 
basic 12 bar blues pattern 
 - Students will practice finding the beat 
within a simple blues song 

Students will listen to: 
Robert Lockwood, Jr., 
"Sweet Home Chicago"� 
Jack Johnson, "Can't Live 
Happy"� 
Little Milton, "Grits Ain't 

Content Standard 3:  All 

students will analyze, 

describe and evaluate 

works of art.  

ART.III.M.M.1
 Describe specific 

Internet access 
with speakers to 
play YouTube 
sound recordings 
 
Blackboard or 

Assessment will 
involve teacher’s 
observation of 
student 
participation in 
showing chord 



Groceries"� 
To hear examples of the 12 
bar blues progression in 3 
very different types of songs 
(songs found on YouTube) 
 
Teacher will play a chord 
progression on the piano or 
other instrument.  The chord 
progression should be 
written on the board using 
shape symbols 
Triangle = I chord 
Circle = IV chord 
Square = V chord 
Each shape should get one 
beat, so there will be 48 
shapes total on the board 
representing the 12 bar 
blues. 
 
Students should be able to 
follow as the teacher plays 
chords on each beat and 
show the shapes with their 
hands.  Once this can be 
done with the piano, try it 
with an actual blues song. 
Students can also practice 
keeping the beat by tapping 
their toes with each chord. 
 
 

music events in a given 
aural example, using 
appropriate terminology.  
ART.III.M.M.2
 Analyze the uses of 
elements of music in aural 
examples representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures. 
ART.III.M.M.3
 Demonstrate 
knowledge of the basic 
principles of meter, 
rhythm, tonality, intervals, 
chords, and harmonic 
progressions in their 
analyses of music.  
 

other writing 
surface that all 
can see 
 
Piano, or other 
instrument to 
demonstrate blues 
pattern 

symbols 



9. 6) Students will learn how to recognize 
a basic 12 bar blues pattern 
7) Students will learn about jazz charts 
and what to listen for in many standard 
jazz pieces 
 
a) Students will continue to learn about 
the 12 bar blues progression in 
connection with a typical jazz chart 
b) Students will learn about a typical 
jazz chart format – head section 
alternating with solo sections 
c) Students will be able to recognize 
through listening the head and solo 
sections of standard jazz charts 

Review blues progression. 
 
Give short description of a 
jazz chart, the head, and the 
solo section including where 
they are likely to be found in 
a piece.  Head of a jazz chart 
can be compared to the 
chorus of a popular song 
that comes back throughout. 
 
Use the piece Linus and 
Lucy from Wynton 
Marsalis’ album Joe Cool’s 
Blues (available on iTunes) 
Progression = Head, solo, 
solo, solo, Head 
Have students attempt to 
point out when one solo 
instrument ends and another 
begins. 
 
Have students write 
numbers 1-6 on a sheet of 
paper.  At certain points 
during the piece call out a 
number and have students 
write either Head or Solo 
next to the number you call 
 
This exercise can be used 
with other jazz tunes such as 
Chattanooga Choo Choo, 

Content Standard 3:  All 

students will analyze, 

describe and evaluate 

works  

of art.  

ART.III.M.M.1
 Describe specific 
music events in a given 
aural example, using 
appropriate terminology.  
ART.III.M.M.2
 Analyze the uses of 
elements of music in aural 
examples representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures. 
ART.III.M.M.3
 Demonstrate 
knowledge of the basic 
principles of meter, 
rhythm, tonality, intervals, 
chords, and harmonic 
progressions in their 
analyses of music.  
 

Recording of 
“Linus and Lucy” 
from Wynton 
Marsalis’ album 
Joe Cool’s Blues 
and playback 
equipment 

Students will turn 
in the sheet with 
their listening 
quiz at the end of 
class 



Tuxedo Junction, or other 
tunes with more readily 
recognizable head and solo 
sections.  

10. 8) Students will play their own 
improvised solos over a 12 bar blues 
pattern 
a) Students will play their own 
improvised melodies using provided 
instruments  
b) Students will review their knowledge 
of 12 bar blues, call and response, jazz 
charts, and their definition of jazz music 

Encourage students to use 
things learned in earlier 
lessons including 12 bar 
blues, jazz charts, call and 
response 
 
Use Orff instruments, 
Keyboard percussion with 
marked notes, another piano 
with marked keys, 
boomwhackers, etc. to give 
the students a blues scale to 
choose notes from. 
 
Teacher should explain that 
solos are not just any note 
the player wants, but fit in 
the blues pattern that the 
students learned. 

Content Standard 2: All 

students will apply skills 

and knowledge to create 

in the arts.  

 
ART.II.M.M.3 Improvise 
short melodies, unaccom-
panied and over given 
rhythmic accompaniments, 
each in a consistent style, 
meter, and tonality.  
 
ART.II.M.M.2 Improvise 
melodic embellishments 
and simple rhythmic and 
melodic variations on 
given pentatonic melodies 
and melodies in major 
keys. 
 
Content Standard 1: All 

students will apply skills 

and knowledge to 

perform in the arts. 

 
ART.I.M.M.2 Sing and 
play music representing 
diverse genres and 
cultures, with expression 

Orff instruments 
with notes 
removed to form a 
blues scale, piano 
or concert 
keyboard 
percussion with 
marked keys, or 
any other readily 
available 
instruments that 
can be adapted for 
this purpose 
 
Piano for teacher 
to play chord 
progression, or 
recording of 12 
bar blue 
progression 

Students should 
be able to know 
when to play a 
solo after the 
Head and how to 
find where they 
are in a blues 
progression.  
 
Improvised 
melodies should 
use the notes 
listed. 



appropriate for the work 
being performed.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 “In Dat Great Gittin’ Up Mornin’” 

 
You are about to hear a “call and response” style spiritual sung by two very famous African-
American singers associated with the Metropolitan Opera, Kathleen Battle and Jessye Norman.  
Kathleen Battle is a lyric soprano.  Some adjectives, which might describe her voice, are high, 
clear, and light.  Jessye Norman is a mezzo-soprano.  Some adjectives, which might describe her 
voice, are dark, rich, and medium or low.  Your teacher will play a recording of both of their 
voices so that you can hear the difference in their vocal sound.   
 Your job on this worksheet is to determine which singer or group of singers is singing the 
“call” and which is singing the “response”.  Your teacher will call out numbers to help you keep 
up, and she will stop periodically for answer checks.  The lyrics to the “response” will always be 
“fare thee well, fare thee well”.  Sometimes lyrics to the “call” will be given to help you keep 
your place. 
 
Here are your choices: 

Kathleen  Jessye  Kathleen and Jessye  

 

Choir  Men   Women 

 

Kathleen and Choir   Jessye and Choir 

 
Let’s get started! 
 
Introduction (Full Orchestra) 
 

    Call      Response 

1.  _____________________   In dat Great Gittin’ _______________________ 
      up mornin’ 
2.  _____________________    ___________________________ 
 
3.  _____________________    ___________________________ 
 
4.  _____________________    ___________________________ 
 
5.  _____________________   I’m gonna tell you ‘bout _________________________________ 
      the comin’ of the  
6.  _____________________   judgement  ____________________________ 
 
ANSWER CHECK 
 
7.  _____________________   There’s a better day _____________________________ 
 
8.  _____________________    _____________________________ 
 



9.  _____________________    _____________________________ 

      Call      Response 

10.  _______________________   _________________________ 
 
11.  _______________________  The Lord spoke _____________________________ 
 
12.  _______________________   _____________________________ 
 
13.  _______________________  Take down that _____________________________ 
            silver trumpet 
14.  _______________________   _____________________________ 
 
ANSWER CHECK 
 
15.  ______________________  The Lord shall blow it ______________________________ 
 
16.  ______________________   ______________________________ 
 
17.  ______________________   ______________________________ 
 
18.  ______________________   ______________________________ 
 
19.  ______________________   ______________________________ 
 
20.  ______________________   ______________________________ 
 
ANSWER CHECK 
 
21.  ______________________  Gabriel blow your ______________________________ 
           trumpet 
22.  _______________________   ______________________________ 
 
23.  _______________________  Seven is the number ______________________________ 
 
24.  _______________________   ______________________________ 
 
25.  _______________________   ______________________________ 
 
26.  _______________________   ______________________________ 
 

CODA 

Just enjoy listening to this grand ending! 
 

ANSWER CHECK 
 


